Resources to accompany 10 TALK 1: Developmentally Appropriate Practice, Screen Time, and Schedules

1. **Remote Learning Recommendations**
   Information and clarification to districts, schools, leaders, teachers, students, and parents as they design and implement remote learning in response to the COVID-19 emergency.

2. **Online Classroom Timers**
   A collection of many online visual and themed timers.

3. **Choice Board Example**
   An example of a choice board for a 1st grade classroom from Lincoln Elementary in Minnesota.

4. **Visual School Schedule**
   Visual schedules are a great tool for all kinds of learners. It helps learners know what to expect from their day and can lower anxiety with some learners.

5. **Learning at Home During Trying Times**
   Information about providing routines and consistent guidance; child appropriate explanations; developmentally appropriate activities; strategies for reaching out for support; and reliable sources of information on COVID-19.

6. **Realistic Daily Schedule During COVID19**
   A solid daily routine to help you find your footing as you transition to teaching online.

7. **Organizing Your Remote Learning Schedule**
   Sample daily schedules including one that’s great for working families.

8. **Helping teachers and students make the switch to remote learning**
   Experts share remote-learning tips that they’ve gathered over the years. From preserving student-teacher 1:1s to bringing lessons to life in the virtual classroom, it’s rich with useful advice for any educational organization that may soon be moving online.

9. **Resources For Teaching and Learning During This Period of Social Distancing**
   This guide helps educators, administrators, and parents better navigate the pitfalls of making the quick jump to online learning.

10. **Ten Ways to Engage and Instruct Students Remotely**
    Connections Academy educators share their tips for instructing and engaging.